
The RHC bin rotator is an exciting new addition 
to the CAM attachments range. Thanks to 
its ability to handle a wide variety of bins, it’s 
one of the most convenient models available. 
Handle all types of plastic, wooden and metal 
bins with expert precision. Easily lock any bin 
into position, no matter the size. Lift and empty 
bins without touching any of the contents. 
With the RHC bin rotator, bin handling is a 
breeze. It’s particularly popular in the food and 
beverage sector, where it’s used to rotate bins 
of fruit and vegetables.

1. Fork keepers ensure that the forks remain 
secure on the attachment.

2. Compact build doesn’t decrease the net 
capacity of the forklift.

3. Lift and empty bins without touching any of 
the contents.
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Model Capacity W4 W6 H39-H40 H7 LL HCG VCG Weight  ISO 2328  
Truck carriage

 ISO 2328  
Fork carriage

kg/mm mm mm mm mm mm mm mm kg

Bin rotator 180°
RHC15.47-18 1400/500 980 670 405-755 675 269 141 227 285  2A  2A

Technical data

 \ W6 - Minimal width lift truck carriage
 \ H39-H40 bin height (minimum/maximum)
 \ Without forks
 \ Without sideshifter
 \ With closed protection plate
 \ 1 hydraulic function only

 \ Min oil flow 15 l/min 
 \ Max oil flow 25 l/min
 \ Recommended oil flow 25 l/min
 \ Min working pressure 120 bar
 \ Max working pressure 160 bar
 \ Recommended working pressure 140 bar
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